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Club sailors, John, Barry and Stewart ...neck and neck... 

A large fleet of Miracles in some close racing at the  
Broadwater Open Meeting held in April 



Editorial 
Another summer is well underway and it’s great to see the lake as busy as ever. 
Spring saw several open meetings which allows the club to welcome guests 
from all parts of the country and try not to let them leave with all the prizes.  
So, we have reports from the regular Solo and Miracle events and also from the 
club’s very first Aero meeting. All these events were blessed with good weather, 
decent numbers and excellent organisation, which all helps to ensure that sail-
ors have a nice time at the club and return the following year. 
 
Besides the racing events we have several pieces about our little piece of  
Middlesex. One article on the factors that affect the depth of our lake (courtesy 
of Dave Weatherhead), another on mapping the buoys and the creation of a 
smart new course board by our resident engineer and craftsman, Peter Joseph.  
Finally, we have a picture and a short piece about HS2 which I’m pleased to say 
shouldn’t  impact us too much when they finally start work on it (assuming it 
gets approval later this year). 
 
Our regular member profile slot is about someone well known to many,  
especially if you’ve been a member for some time.  Wolfgang Ansorge has a fun 
story to tell, particularly about how his passion for sailing has definitely been 
passed down to his children (after a shaky start) - something most parents 
would certainly like to emulate. 
 
Dave Tonge has written his general update as  
Commodore, and he has also provided the second part 
of his Fastnet Foray. We heard about all the training, 
now it’s the actual race. 
 
Many thanks again for pictures submitted by some  
talented photographers including Peter Joseph,  
Wolfgang, Dave Tonge and Jane Hill (an Aero sailor 
and visitor from Broxbourne who was unable to com-
pete due to illness but took some great pictures and 
has now joined BSC as a member).  I always need 
more so please keep sending them in. 
 
See you on the water. 
Andy Cooney    (Aero 1747) 

Cover picture - Dave Weatherhead and Alan Gibbs in the picturesque Merlin 

Rocket. 

Combination Number Change  -  Please note that from      

Sunday August 7th the combination number will change to 

the number on the front of this newsletter.  



Commodore’s Corner 

Hello Fellow Members 
It looks like summer is finally here. It arrived just in time for our Open Day, which 
was a huge success and saw many club members and visitors enjoying the club 
both on and off the water with some potential new members looking around  
enthusiastically. So a loud “Thank You” to all who helped out on the day and to 
Sonia Cherkas for organising the event. If you missed it, look out for next years - 
put it in your diary. 
 
At the height of the sailing season I find myself juggling all sorts of conflicting  
activities - decorating, THE GARDEN, cycling, holidays, work, lethargy - in order 
to try and fit some sailing in. No doubt many of you have similar quandaries. So 
every time I do get out onto the water I am surprised by how much fun it is - even 
if I am at the back - and I kick myself for not getting on the water more often. So if 
you keep putting it off, don't - come on down. The water is lovely - as is the  
company, scenery, wildlife and general peace and quiet. 
 
See you on the water!      Dave 
 
Security 
No doubt you will have noticed that the barrier has a combination lock on it now. 
It is set to the same code as the car park gate. This is because the key lock has 
failed. It appears to have been vandalised. Our landlord is aware, but as they own 
the lock we are unable to change it - which would, anyway, be an expensive and 
time consuming process getting new keys to all members. In the interim please 
keep the barrier closed unless a club activity is running - racing, junior sailing etc. 
and leave the lock attached to the chain with the combination scrambled. 

Dave Tonge, Commodore 



Membership News 

The Open day in early June, organised by Sonia Cherkas, was very successful, 
the advert in Optima bringing many visitors down on the day and out onto the 
water. 
 
Please remember if you change your dinghy to let me know the new sail number 
and hull colour for our records. Mostly all that is needed is an admin change, but 
just occasionally a more suitable length berth might be required. 
 
I will make the annual plea to keep your berths cut, tidy and not causing a  
nuisance to fellow members. Please don’t forget your road trailer berths, those 
of you planning a trip to the coast might be advised to bring a machete and  
survival kit to find them! 
 
Have fun on the water 
Catherine Turner 
 
Ladies Cake & Sail 2016  
 
This year’s Ladies Cake & Sail coincided with the Queens 90th birthday  
celebrations, Trooping of the Colour and flypast.  
 
Sadly during the onshore briefing the weather was unpromising; damp and  
windless. Thankfully however once our 6 ladies (including one honorary  
gentleman) took to the water, a gentle breeze filled in. The event is held so that 
members and friends who may never have even set foot in a dinghy, or who just 
need a confidence boost, can enjoy a gentle sail and afternoon tea.  
 
After time out on the lake all returned to shore, some wishing there was  
something stronger than tea on offer, but all very grateful for the delicious cakes. 
 
Thank you to David Banger, Greg Hart, Colin Elliott and John Finnemore for 
their help and calm confidence. 

It has been a great start to the Membership year, 
with new faces to welcome. 
 
Cristian & Alexandra Hinzpeter 
Neil & Anne Marie Hodges 
Ian & Sophie Annett and family 
Suzy & Philip Reynolds Lee and family 
Jane Hill 
Chris Meens and sons 
Catherine & Raymond Green and family 

Catherine Turner,  
Membership Secretary 



Changes to the Portsmouth Handicaps for 2016 
 
The RYA has now updated the Portsmouth Yardstick figures (PYs) for 2016 
based on national averages and, from this year forward, has introduced a scheme 
to provide more club specific local PYs, derived from the SailWave results that 
Broadwater and other clubs produce for handicap races. The choice of which fig-
ures to use is left to each club to decide. The RYA suggests that clubs should ad-
just RYA national PY numbers locally to reflect their own conditions. 
 
We have been discussing this issue for a while at the Sailing Committee. Our 
aims have been to achieve fairer handicapping, closer racing, and to encourage 
more sailors out racing by giving them a better chance to win.  Based on a lot of 
careful analysis by Dave Weatherhead (who calculates all of our results) the Sail-
ing Committee has therefore decided to adopt a variation to the national PYs for 
this year based on the following principle: 
“BSC will trial the RYA local PY scheme by taking the current year RYA  
national PY numbers and applying an adjustment. This adjustment will be 
25% of the difference between the current year RYA national PY number and 
the current RYA local PY number.” 
 
This approach will allow Broadwater to adopt the RYA suggestions for adjust-
ments that are based on our actual results data without causing large changes to 
any one class in a given year. Over time this should ensure that our PYs evolve to 
achieve the aims set out above. The Sailing Committee intends to keep this under 
close review.  In practice the changes for most boats will be small compared to 
the 2015 PYs that we are currently using.  
 
The new PYs will operate from the start of the autumn series starting on the 
4th September 2016. The new PYs will be displayed prominently in the club-
house and on the club website together with the adjusted start times for 
pursuit racing. 

Please also note that from 4th September 2016 the  
Autohoot will be changed for Pursuit races to a different 
starting pattern as follows: 

 - 5 min   1 hoot  2 sec duration 
 - 4 min     1 hoot  2 sec duration 
 - 1 min     1 hoot  2 sec duration 
  Start       1 hoot  2 sec duration 
 + 30 sec  2 hoots 1 sec duration 
 + 1 min   1 hoot   2 sec duration 
 + 1min 30 sec   2 hoots 1 sec duration 
 + 2 min   1 hoot   2 sec duration 
 And so on until the fastest boat starts. 

Clearly you will need to remember your new class start times as per current  
practice.  Any member of the Sailing Committee will gladly help you with any 
questions.    
    Greg Hart (on behalf of the Race Committee) 



Broadwater SC Miracle Southern Area Championships - 2016 
 
Saturday 23rd April dawned bright and clear at the start of the weekend marking 
Broadwater’s fourth year of hosting the Miracle Association’s Southern Area 
Championship.   Four Broadwater Miracles were joined by 9 visiting boats, their 
crews and families, and all were rewarded with a fascinating weekend of sailing.  
Our visitors included returning friends from Aldenham, Draycote, Girton, Maiden-
head, Redoubt and Thornbury Sailing Clubs and, for their first visit to BSC, Gra-
ham and Helen from Staunton Harold; all were made very welcome. 
 
A fresh, variable wind ruffled the lake and the fleet for the 2 Saturday afternoon 
races but Greg Hart, Race Officer, managed to set courses that resulted in engag-
ing and close-fought battles throughout, which were occasionally enlivened by 
significant changes in wind strength and direction.    
 
Experienced Miracle sailor Brian Jones with his young crew Paul Barnes won the 
first race.   Equally experienced Redoubt sailors Neal Gibson with Keith Macey, 
and Tracy Amos with Gemma Gibson, took second and third places after a race 
where places changed many times. Neal and Keith followed up with first place in 
the second race leading home Tracy and Gemma from Redoubt with Hannah and 
Nick Jones from Thornbury claiming third.   At the end of Saturday, Redoubt boats 
were heading the championship in first and second places!   Later we all enjoyed 
a fish and chip supper and were entertained to a ‘mini-concert’ thanks to Greg and 
Dave Cadd from BSC. 
 
Sunday’s three races took place in 
challenging conditions with a fresh 
wind and mixed sunshine and 
gloom! Pam Hart and Andy Chaplin, 
joint race officers, managed to ex-
pertly guide the Miracles between 
the Aero fleet, who were enjoying 
their first open meeting at Broadwa-
ter.  Tussles emerged throughout 
the field in all three races and each 
one resulted in position changes in 
the fleet.   The championship was 
very closely fought at the front evi-
denced by the fact that 4 different 
boats claimed a first place in the 
five races. 
 
Crucially, Neal and Keith managed to achieve the top position in two races and 
claimed the overall championship win with an impressive 4 point total.  Brian 
Jones, sailing on Sunday with Hannah Mumford, could have equalled this with a 
win in the final race but was pipped by Yvonne and Brian - Hannah’s parents!  
Brian thus finished second overall with 5 points and Hannah Smith, with father 
Nick crewing, was third with 7 points.      

Class captain Barry Mellor with his  
daughter Jane 



It is fair to say that the Broadwater Miracles were not in contention for any top 
spots but nevertheless enjoyed competitive racing throughout the weekend.  John 
Green and Jane Cadd were consistently the fastest BSC boat and were rewarded 
with the non-spinnaker prize.  John Finnemore, with first-time Miracle crews Nick 
Fairweather and John O’Dowd, was the sole BSC entrant to complete all 5 races 
and mention must also go to Stewart and Janice French who sailed a borrowed 
Miracle competitively for the first time in this event and, bravely, used the spinna-
ker battling throughout with gear failures. 
 
Congratulations go to the prize winners and to all the Miracle sailors who took part 
for their good humour and persistence throughout the weekend.   Thanks go to the 
numerous Broadwater club members who contributed towards the event directly 
and behind the scenes, in so many ways.   Let’s hope next year’s event will contin-
ue to enhance Broadwater’s well-earned reputation as a great place to sail. 
         
        Barry Mellor 
Results 

Neal Gibson / Keith Macey Redoubt SC 4040 4 1 

Brian Jones / Paul Barnes, 
Hannah Mumford 

Maidenhead SC 4064 5 2 

Hannah Smith / Nick Smith Thornbury SC 3805 7 3 

Tracy Amos / Gemma Gibson Redoubt SC 3692 9 4 

Yvonne Mumford / Brian 
Mumford 

Redoubt SC 4099 10 5 

Graham Watts / Helen Jacks Staunton Harold SC 3813 15 6 

John Tippet / Kathy Boulton Draycote SC 4020 18 7 

Steve Fischer / Laura Fischer Aldenham SC 124 21 8 

David Reed / Jean Reed Girton SC 4052 27 9 

John Green / Jane Cadd Broadwater SC 3290 27 10 

John Finnemore /Nick 
Fairweather, John O’Dowd 

Broadwater SC 279 32 11 

Stewart French / Janice French Broadwater SC 2132 34 12 

Barry Mellor / Steve Troll Broadwater SC 3838 39 13 

Names 
Helm/Crew 

Club Boat 
No 

Point
s 

Overall 
Position 



Fastnet Foray - Part 2    - The Fastnet Race 
This is the second part of a two part article by Dave Tonge. Part one covered his 
3 race preparation. Part two covers the Fastnet race itself. 
 
One of the largest fleets ever took part in the race (over 300 boats) including the 
large maxi class who were getting ready for some round the world racing. I 
watched a crew member of one of these boats walk across the deck as they 
tacked round us near the Needles. I stepped across the deck as we tacked he 
took at least 6 paces as he walked across his deck – they are big and fast. We 
didn’t see them again ‘til we finished.  
 
The race started in very light winds – 1 or 2 knots if you were lucky. This made 
for a very crowded start line as the first classes didn’t move far before the next 
boats started! We left the needles and headed out into the channel not opting for 
the inshore course favoured by some. This paid off ‘til we had to tack to avoid a 
fishing vessel during the second night. In very light winds and barely moving it 
lost us a lot of time and we missed the tidal benefit we had been hoping to catch 
round the next headland.   As we got to the Scilly Isles the wind was picking up. 
We sailed across the Celtic sea toward Fastnet in 25 knots of wind with gusts of 
30 or 35 with reefs in and our small foresail up. Changing the sails in these 
conditions in the dark is hard work but necessary. It is difficult to helm with no 
reference points sailing on compass and hardly able to see the waves. For a few 
hours we can see the lights of two other boats but visibility deteriorates as the 
wind increases and some rain arrives, we lose them. Hopefully they are behind 
us!  



We reach Fastnet at about 15:00 and the wind dies, it takes almost 3 hours 
to round the rock. There are 3 other boats near us including one of our own 
class. It feels very remote probably due to our method of arrival but houses 
can be seen ashore, someone’s home. We round the rock and head back 
with the wind building to a steady 20+ knots and stay on the same tack all 
day - heading for the Scilly Isles. For a while a very lovely ketch is racing 
along side us – could that be Griff Rhys Jones -  he has entered his boat in 
that class.  
 
We clear the Isles at dusk on the Thursday evening on the last leg to Plym-
outh. At 02:00 we try to reef the main but all the reef lines jam inside the 
boom, all we can do is put the main back up. This makes it harder work for 
the helm but it’s a lot of fun and keeps us moving swiftly. Visibility is variable 
so a good look out is essential as traffic increases although modern technol-
ogy means that boats can easily be seen on the AIS electronics. Every boat 
has to carry an electronic tag so they can be followed. (Our track makes for 
some interesting reading later as we find out that we travelled further than 
the other boats in our class!)  
 
We finally passed the Hoe at about 10am, after 5 days at sea, and put into 
Plymouth for the prize giving and post race party held on the Friday night.   I 
would like to say an enjoyable trip all round but at 02:30 am on the same 
tack as when I was last on watch I didn’t think so, then I catch myself saying, 
beer in hand, “next time we should …” 
 
Eddystone 229 miles. 
 
Where did we finish?   5th in class,  41st in IRC class and 231st overall. 

http://www.sail4cancer.org/images/news/uploads/4C_03243_XL.jpg


Call yourself a cartographer? 
 
Peter Joseph describes his methodical approach to providing the club with a  
fabulous new map of the lake which acts as a great course board for race  
officers. 
 
The aim was to produce something that could be used to explain the layout of the 
lake to visitors (and new members) and to display the racing courses for those 
helms and crew who prefer a graphical representation to an alphanumeric one.  
 
Having offered to do the mapmaking, I pondered the key features and came to 
these conclusions. 
 

The orientation of the map should match the view from the clubhouse 
The map should be correctly proportioned 
The racing marks should be accurately plotted to aid setting courses 
Any unnecessary information could cause confusion 
The map must be waterproof 
It must be made in a way that allows easy updating and cheap re-printing 

 
So, with a target budget of £25, the resources of the internet and Adobe  
Photoshop Elements on my computer, plus the GPS plots from my racing over 
the last three years and my trusty old hand-held Garmin GPSmap 60CSx, I set 
about the task. 
 
Photoshop is a good tool for mapmaking for several reasons. It is cheap and 
readily available, which might help when it’s time to pass the job on. It allows  
layers of information to be overlaid on each other as if they were on transparent 
sheets and allows them to be scaled and aligned. It can also manipulate very 
large or high-resolution images without any problems and can import pictures in a 
multitude of formats. 
 
Working through my list of requirements, point one was orientation. The two  
previous maps of the lake I had seen had both been rendered in landscape mode 
with north on the right hand side. This fitted neither of the conventions for maps 
or GPS map displays, which use either north-up (at the top), or heading-up, 
which in this case is direction-of-view-up since, the clubhouse isn’t going  
anywhere.  
 
I remember being confused by the orientation of the old maps when I started rac-
ing at Broadwater and thought at the time that matching the orientation of the 
map to view out of the window would be a better approach since that is what 
most of us do anyway when relating a map to the ground. That meant my map 
would be south at the top and north at the bottom. With this orientation, the lake 
is longer than it is wide, so it would be rendered in portrait mode. 



The next step was getting the correct proportions. The previous map comprises 
sections of aerial photographs, presumably from Google maps, of the lake 
pasted together to form the whole image. It is full of detail and interesting to look 
at, but the tiled nature makes it difficult to achieve a high level of accuracy and 
since the photographs are rarely taken from directly overhead, the images carry 
some distortion introduced by the topological algorithm Google uses to overlay 
them on conventional mapping. 
 
The best starting point would therefore be a large-scale section from an 
Ordnance Survey or open source map and since I was going to hide most of it 
by overlaying my cartography, the resolution of the starting map was not 
particularly important. I had no problem finding a choice of appropriate map 
images on the internet. 
 
The next task was to survey the racing marks, shallows marks and boundary 
marks at the south of the lake and for this my hand-held Garmin GPS unit was 
the ideal tool. Once it is on and has acquired the satellite signals and when it 
has a clear view of the sky it uses the differential signal from the European 
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) to give location accuracy of 
around 2 metres. It has a “mark” button that can be used to store this 
information and, with an armed device, Dave Banger and his crew on the fast 
rescue boat had something interesting to do while watching the racing on a 
fairly un-exciting Sunday in late January. They recorded all the necessary data, 
other than the position of mark 10, which the wind had snatched from its 
mooring. I would like to thank them for their help. 
 
I downloaded the positions from the Garmin and fed them into GPS Action 
Replay Pro, the mapping software that I use to analyse the GPS tracks from my 
racing. Once there, it was possible to also load a series of traces from past 
races to verify the positions of the marks against the turning points. The new 
GPS locations showed the marks broadly corresponded with the turning points, 
but that there was a variation of up to about three metres depending upon the 
wind direction and accounted for by the swing of the buoys on their mooring 
chains. Using the edit feature in GPS Action Replay Pro, the surveyed positions 
were adjusted for the prevailing conditions at the time of the survey. Then, with 
open street map tiles loaded into GPS Action Replay Pro to aid alignment to the 
base map layer, the resultant image was saved and imported as a layer in 
Photoshop. 
 
The two images were then aligned by eye, using a magnified view to aid 
precision. The result was an accurate map, although quite complex and a bit 
ugly. So the next stage was to add new graphical layers to mask unnecessary 
details and enhance the key items.  



When you look at the final map, you can see some of the base layer mapping at 
the edges to set the context, but in the lake itself the unnecessary details have 
been covered with a light blue mask for the sailable water, brown shading for the 
islands, grey and red for the out of bounds areas and shallows. With layers 
containing large clear dots and text to identify the marks and others with selected 
details to help orientation, like the clubhouse, the access track, the two main 
jetties and a north arrow, the map was complete. 
 

 
A1 Posters and Laminators 
offer three types of print in 
A1 size, which I thought 
might be suitable. The first 
two are matt or gloss 
laminations encapsulating 
the image on a paper sheet 
and the third is printed 
directly onto a waterproof, 
tear proof plastic sheet. 
While a laminated print might 
initially have a slightly more 
professional appearance, it 
would allow water from wet 
hands to penetrate when 
pins were inserted at the 
locations of the course 
marks. Waterproof plastic 
film was however, the ideal 
solution and at just £22.56 
including VAT and postage, 
was within budget too. 
 
All that remained was to find 
an offcut of board for 
mounting and job done. 
Replacement map made. 
Objectives achieved. 

 
The finished article. 
 
(The club decided that it would be appropriate to preserve the previous map of 
the lake, made by Mark Fielding in his final months, as a memorial to its creator. 
So it is now mounted on a wall in the clubhouse between two windows 
overlooking the lake, and splendid it looks too). 
 
      Peter Joseph, Aero 1063 



 
Two visitors both checking the spinnaker!  “Born to be Bad”, on the left, 

was the eventual winner of the Miracle open. 

Miracles battling it out at the Open meeting shortly after the start of one 
of the races.  



A busy Sunday morning in June with everyone rigged or rigging for the first race 

Pam, Clare, Grace and Sonia battled it out for the Ladies Cup. Clare carried 
off the silverware. 



A colourful fleet with a city backdrop at the Thames Regatta 

Single handers, Carl Eriksen in his Laser and Nick  
Fairweather in his Solo 

Milling around before the start, 
David and Sandra Wilson in 
their Graduate, Colin Gent and 
Jane Cadd in an Enterprise and 
Clare and John in a Miracle. 

Some close up shots of  
regular club sailors on an 
overcast Wednesday night. 
(Photos by Llewellyn  
Watkins) 



WHAT NO WATER !  by Dave Weatherhead 
 
Last winter, I was struck by the thought that the water level in Broadwater Lake 
was lower than previous years, despite the very high early winter rainfall. My 
background in oil exploration and frequent contact with geologists stirred my 
curiosity as to what was going on, so I set off on a bit of a mission to try and find 
out why and how the water level changes in Broadwater Lake.  It’s quite a com-
plex story but I will try to keep it simple? 
 
The water level in our Colne Valley Lake is dependent upon three major factors; 
geology, rainfall and temperature. 
 
Geology 
 
I’m going to start by talking about the Sahara Desert, as it’s a place I know quite 
well, so bear with me. What’s the analogy? There is neither rainfall nor lakes in 
the Sahara? Actually it does rain there but not a lot and when it does it can be 
very heavy. The desert turns green (very briefly) and then the moisture either 
evaporates or percolates down underground into the substrata. Below ground 
level there are rocks that can hold and store water like giant sponges. These 
rocks are usually limestone (chalk) or sandstone and if they hold water they are 
called “aquifers”. In the Sahara the water has accrued over many millions of 
years from rainfall or from the migration of water from the distant Atlas  
Mountains. Due to the movement of the earth’s tectonic plates (huge areas of 
land mass), these aquifers can become pressurized and sometimes water  
forces its way back to the surface and creates the desert oasis. 
 
So, you might be surprised to learn that there are huge lakes in the Sahara.  
They just happen to be underground and so to sail on such a lake you’d need to 
dig a very deep hole, one or two kilometres down. Clearly the wind conditions 
(like Broadwater) would be a little unreliable! The real analogy with Broadwater, 
which I’m trying to create, is that a lot of water is held underground, it can take a 
long time to get there and it can travel great distances, all underground. If you 
consider that Broadwater is just a hole in the ground, dug to expose the aquifer, 
that would not be too far from the truth. 
 
Now for a bit more on the geology of the Colne Valley. It could be very simply 
explained as topsoil overlaying gravel and chalk. The topsoil is about a metre 
thick. The gravel layers are deposits laid down from rivers from long distant past 
and vary on location and thickness. At Broadwater they are up to three metres 
thick, which is why they were extracted - for construction usage. The chalk layer 
is very thick and exceeds one hundred metres. It’s also very extensive in area 
(covering many hundreds of square kilometres). This chalk strata holds enor-
mous volumes of water and is a valuable aquifer to supply water to London. 
Between these three main layers is what I’ll call the “thin messy bits” where top-
soil, clay, gravel and chalk are all mixed up and can form an impervious layer 
between the three main layers or stratas.  



Rainfall 
 
Rain falling over the Colne Valley and surrounding areas does one of three 
things. Firstly, it soaks into the topsoil and provides growth for plants. Secondly, 
it either evaporates or soaks further into the ground to join groundwater and 
then on into the chalk which acts as an aquifer. The speed or rate of water per-
colation depends on the type and mix of the local soils and the rate of evapora-
tion is dependent on the air temperature. Thirdly, if the water cannot percolate 
quickly or if the rain is very heavy the water will run off the land into rivers and 
ultimately into the sea. 
 
The ground water level follows (very roughly) the ground topography levels. 
This inevitably creates differing hydrostatic pressures and therefore the ground 
water flows downhill, in our case to the Colne Valley and to the Broadwater 
Lake area. Big hydrostatic pressures formed in the chalk layer then sometimes 
create chalk springs (or rivers) in a similar manner to the Saharan Oasis.  Unfor-
tunately the River Colne is not a chalk stream and it sits above the groundwater 
level at Broadwater Lake. It simply takes run-off water and also treated water 
outflowing from the sewage treatment plant at Rickmansworth. The lake is not 
fed by any streams or rivers. 
 
Temperature 
 
Evaporation is not a great part of our story. Once the water has got into the 
groundwater the exposed area of water at Broadwater is only a small part of a 
large underground ‘lake’.  
 
Extraction for Londoner’s water needs 
 
A common belief is that our water level is mostly affected by the local demand 
for water. The chalk aquifer is enormous and certainly provides a major source 
of drinking water for London and the South of England.  However, the Depart-
ment of the Environment controls the amount of water allowed to be extracted 
and they license Water Companies to extract controlled quantities of water. As 
part of that control the DoE required Affinity Water, our local water company, to 
undertake a long term study of water levels in the Colne Valley. This study has 
been going on since 2011 and includes the construction and monitoring of 27 
boreholes in the Colne Valley, five of which are around our lake.  Also in the 
vicinity of our lake are two water extraction-pumping stations which are base 
load stations meaning that they normally run at their maximum permitted rate all 
year round. Water is extracted at a depth of about 80 metres. As part of this 
study these two pump station operations were suspended and the water level in 
Broadwater Lake was allowed to stabilize. The increase in water level was 
about one centimetre, so it would seem that the localized impact of water  
extraction on Broadwater Lake water levels is pretty insignificant. 



Another part of the Affinity study was to understand why some lakes in the Colne 
Valley appear to have a more constant water level than others. Some lakes (the 
Aquadrome at Rickmansworth for example) are more sealed from the chalk  
aquifer by what I  earlier called the “messy bits” than Broadwater Lake, and  
therefore they maintain their water level better at some times of the year and  
fluctuate less. Unfortunately Broadwater is clearly connected to the chalk aquifer 
and the water level behaves differently to some of the other Colne Valley lakes. 
Over time the lake may seal itself. 
 
So back to the original question; why was the water level so low this winter? 
Although there was a lot of rain late in 2015, the average temperature was also 
unseasonably high with an associated unusually high evaporation rate meaning 
that less water than expected percolated into the gravel and chalk layers.  

 
To conclude this rather lengthy  
explanation; the water level at 
Broadwater Lake is dependent upon 
a complex hydrology entirely  
associated with the ground water 
levels in the Colne Valley, which are 
themselves dependent on rainfall 
and percolation rates and all the 
associated vagaries of nature and 
its seasons. 
 
Finally, is there anything we can do 
to raise our water level? There are 
two options although neither are 
really viable I’m afraid.  Firstly, we 
could persuade London it doesn’t 
need any water!   Secondly, we 
could suggest diverting the River 
Colne into our lake. This would likely 
have only minimal short term effect 
in times of high rainfall and high  
levels of rain runoff. The lake water 
level would probably quickly go 
down again as the lake water  

dissipates into the huge chalk aquifer. We had a useful indication of the effect of 
this in 2014, when the rainfall was intense and caused the River Colne to overflow 
into the lake. This certainly led to the water level rising fast but it soon fell back to 
‘normal’ levels.  For diverting a river we would also need to negotiate with the  
relevant environmentalist organisations (including the DOE - Department of the 
Environment) and it would probably require an extensive study and some kind of 
cost benefit analysis.    Perhaps we’ll just have to live with our fluctuating water 
levels and thank goodness it’s not stopping us sailing and enjoying our great bit of 
water. 



“Sun Snark to Windjammers”  Member Profile — Wolfgang Ansorge 
My first sail in a dinghy landed me in hospital, shocked my wife and made my 7 
year old son call me an idiot! 
 
It was 1974, I was 34, had never sailed before and had 
bought a tiny Sun Snark dinghy on the Balearic island of 
Minorca where I have a flat. The chap who sold the boat to 
me couldn’t sail either and told me that I’d have to find out 
for myself what it was like. At the jetty I put my son 
Christian into the boat with his inflatable armbands and set 
off into Binibeca Bay. About 300 metres out we capsized 
and turned turtle. Worse still, my right shoulder was 
dislocated and Christian was crying out “I don’t want to 
die!” 
 
Fortunately, a fisherman came to the rescue and pulled us 
back to the jetty where my wife Elisabeth was already 
waiting there and accusing me of almost killing our son. But when I told her to put 
my shoulder back in she nearly fainted and couldn’t do it.   Hospital next … but 
where was the nearest one? We had a Renault 4 with stick shift which I had to 
operate as Elisabeth had never driven the car. The hospital by the airport turned 
out to be a military one - they sent us to a maternity hospital and they told us that 
a hospital in Spain is a Residencia. I ended up on the slab, the pipe-smoking 
anesthetist knocked me out and Dr. Victory took over. When I came round the 
shoulder had been reset and I was strapped up - looking like Michelin Man. I still 
have the bill - 2060 Pesetas, just 15 quid.  For the next 10 days my family did not 
want to be seen with me, but when the bandages came off I said to Christian 

“let’s try again”.  This time we capsized about 30 
metres from the shore, and unsurprisingly Christian 
shouted that I was an idiot and that he wouldn’t sail 
with me ever again.  
 
So I tried on my own, just holding the boom up a bit 
but not hoisting the sail.  I had absolutely no control 
and drifted across the bay, landing on the opposite 
rocky shore. I was now stuck, because the rocks 
were covered in sea urchins with long needle-sharp 
spines which give a nasty sting. Fortunately the 
chap at the beach bar saw me and came racing out 
- in a pedalo.  Being towed onto the beach like this 
must have been the most humiliating moment in my 
sailing life, and my family would not speak to me as 
they were so embarrassed. But an elderly man at 
the beach bar did - he was a merchant sailor and 
agreed to teach me the ropes. At the end of the 

holiday I could sail, and the SUN SNARK served us well for many years. 

Wolfgang 
 at the helm 

Sunsnark   



Back in England I decided to get onto the water and bought a cabin cruiser on the 
Grand Union Canal. After 3 or 4 trips between Denham (where I lived) and 
Rickmansworth, my family was totally fed up with operating locks and told me to 
“get rid of this thing.” I had an idea. We had passed the Hillingdon Sailing Base 
(now HOAC) and they had little sailing boats. This looked promising so we went 
to inquire and were advised to get a Topper and join one of the clubs. It was the 
Ruislip Mainsail Club and in 1975 I was the first Topper there.   I was clearly too 
heavy for this boat so I gave it to Christian who was keen to sail and then I 
bought a second hand Minisail. I very much enjoyed the racing series and the 
fleet grew and became more competitive.  
 
Also in 1975 we found ourselves at the London Boat Show where my family 
dared me to sign on as crew on the sail training ship MALCOLM MILLER, due to 
sail in November!   Although I got very seasick on the first night in a gale going up
-channel, I recovered and loved it from then on - and for all my life. I went back 
several times a year, was gradually promoted to Watch Leader and then Watch 
Officer. By joining a tall ship sailing club called Mariners International, I was able 
to sail on many other vessels and must by now have been on over 30 of them, 
sailing all over the world. It would have a big impact on my and my family’s lives. 
 

By 1980 the Minisail class was on its way out 
and more club members were switching to 
Lasers and Toppers. So we decided to change 
the club name to RUISLIP SINGLEHANDED 
SAILING CLUB - or RSSC. As this was on my 
sweatshirt I was once asked if this was one of 
the posh clubs. My reply was “only if you 
consider Ruislip a posh place.” During our days 
there probably our greatest event was an 
invitation to the Centenary Regatta of the 
Larchmont Yacht Club in Connecticut, USA. It 
was quite an experience for us as we had 
never done any team racing or sailed against 
other nations. Unsurprisingly we came15th out 
of 16 teams (beat the Germans, though), but 
we did come first in Booth’s Gin consumption 

and sadly have never been asked again.  
 
The RSSC grew, racing took place twice a week and everybody was happy. 
Except Hillingdon Borough Council. They wanted more use of the lake and 
introduced paddling and windsurfing. They also opened a campsite and other 
youth facilities and they told us that we could no longer bring our cool box after 
racing and have a beer. We were very unhappy, but as we had noticed another 
sailing club just up the valley from us, on Broadwater Lake, three of us went to 
have a look. As a result in 1986 all the Laser fleet left Hillingdon, wound up the 
club and joined Broadwater Sailing Club. 



At that time the club house was still at the other end of the lake and racing from 
there was quite tricky. However, we thoroughly enjoyed our new home and the 
club’s atmosphere which was so much better than HOAC. It is now 30 years since I 
became a member, and only Harold Grenfell is left of the old RSSC mob. We have 
sailed together now for 40 years, and he has beaten me in every one of them. But 
he used to make up for it by supplying me with bags of horse manure for my 
garden. Thank you, Harold. 
 
Over the many years of racing at BSC I did reasonably well, winning races, and 
even whole series, getting trophies and ending usually in the top quarter of the 
fleet. I served on the race committee for over 20 years, organised club clothing, 
prizes and generally did my bit - and will continue to do so. I am very fond of the 
club and the pleasure that sailing there has given me. My wife, too, is happy as it 
keeps me regularly at the club and so not under her feet. 
 
However, my sailing future is not bright because I inherited something from my 
family - dodgy genes giving me bad osteoarthritis. This has seriously impacted on 
my sailing agility and after hip and knee replacements I am now lucky to sail at all 
as the surgeon told me before he cut out my knee that I would not be able to sail 
singlehanded again. So before the operation I sold my boat to Carl Eriksen only to 
find out several months later that I could sail a Laser after all.  However, I don’t 
expect to win races anymore although I did get a new boat and have been tail-
ending regularly. But at least I’m sailing!   This will probably stop next year when 
my other knee has to be replaced, and the other hip will also have to go in the next 
few years. At least I can still come to the club and watch - and go to the pub with 
my old friends. And maybe occasionally crew for someone? 
 
So what impact has sailing had on my family’s lives?  Having got my children into 
boats (which they loved) we started sailing together in flotillas and on tall ships. In 
1983, one of them, the Polish barquentine POGORIA, invited Christian (then 16) 
and Isabel (14), to take part in the “Class Afloat” project and for 7 months they 
sailed as crew from England to India and onto Cape Town. I joined the ship in Port 
Said and sailed for a month as Watch Leader to Bombay. A great experience. 
 
When my children came back they had matured immensely, loved and respected 
the sea and wanted to make it their future. They got stuck into achieving good A-
levels and went on to study marine subjects. Isabel is now a Professor of 
Oceanography at the University of Cape Town, and Christian, after becoming a 
qualified commercial skipper, built up an engineering business in Cape Town - 
designing and supplying ozone systems for the drinking water industries all over 
Africa. Both have settled well in South Africa with nice families and homes by the 
sea. We were fortunate in building a small holiday flat there so that we can all be 
together for a few months every year as a really happy family, now even great-
grandparents. The children are still sailing right below their houses - it’s called kite 
surfing. I tried it once and it nearly drowned me. But I like to watch!  My sailing 
shaped a happy life, particularly my membership of the BSC. Looking back I am 
very pleased that I capsized in a Sun Snark in 1974.  



Broadwater SC Solo Open - Sunday 13th March 2016 
 
Broadwater Sailing Club’s Solo Open Meeting is always a popular event in the 
life of the club and in the life of Solo sailors.  It is the first open event of the 
year after the Dinghy Show and qualifies sailors for the Eastern and Southern 
Traveller Series.  Broadwater members look forward to hosting the event and 
welcoming back old friends.  This year there were 17 entries, fewer than usu-
al, but visitors arrived from clubs as far away as the Blackwater and Royal 
Burnham on the East Coast, Draycote in the Midlands and Tonbridge in Kent.  
Unfortunately, there were only three Broadwater boats but our fleet seems to 
have been hit with injury and we hope to be back to full strength next year.  
Meanwhile, the Solo remains one of the most popular boats in the club. 
 
We were blessed with exceptionally good weather for this time of year.  The 
sun shone and there was a respectable NE wind of around 10 knots.  The 
direction of the wind and the slight variations in direction and strength made 
course setting something of a challenge but all three races went very well, 
with disciplined starts and only one general recall. Godfrey Clark led the fleet 
around the first few marks but he was overtaken by Mark Maskell on the sec-
ond lap.  Mark finished first with Godfrey in second place and Chris Brown in 
third place.  Godfrey got his revenge in the second race, leading from start to 
finish.  Alan Bishop was in second place followed by Chris Brown.  There was 
everything to sail for in the third and final race with three sailors vying for first 
place and a further two sailors with a chance of finishing in the top three plac-
es.  This time, Chris Brown took the honours on the line followed by Mike Day 
with Mark Maskell once again in 3rd place.   
 
As Broadwater Commodore Dave Tonge stated, “A good day.  A good lunch, 
tidy car park, no disqualifications and sunshine. What more could one ask for?  
Another successful Solo Open.”   
Thanks should of course go to Andy Chaplin, Solo fleet captain, for organising 
the event.    
      Report from Pam Hart 
RESULTS 
1st Godfrey Clark  Solo 5540 Fishers Green SC 
2

nd Chris Brown  Solo 5643 Draycote SC 
3rd Mark Maskell  Solo 5455 Blackwater SC 

 



Note : This picture probably looks better on our website in colour but it certainly 
gives you a good idea of how this high speed train will cut across our landscape. 
The officials at the open day were at pains to indicate that this picture has been 
further enhanced by introducing  trees and other greenery where spoil would be, 
as replanting trees etc., would clearly be part of the plan. It should also be noted 
that the Hillingdon Centre, clearly shown in this picture, would not actually be 
there, as mentioned above. 

HS2 
 
Love it or hate, HS2 is (ironically) like an unstoppable steam train and will I am 
sure be with us one day. In the spring I went along to an open day in Denham to 
see how it might affect us. Various besuited environment agency personnel were 
helpfully answering questions, and I guess trying to ignore the busy protestor’s 
tent outside the town hall. My best take away from the event was this quite 
impressive aerial photo (below) with a superimposed viaduct. This will fortunately 
skirt around us but will go right across HOAC (the Hillingdon Outdoor Activity 
Centre). However, I have subsequently heard that the sailors, rowers and other 
sportsmen who use that stretch of water have found a potential new home. We 
wish them well. 



Broadwater Aero Open Meeting - Sunday 24
th

 August 
 
Thirteen Aero sailors (11 with 
boats!) gathered on a bright 
sunny and gusty day for the 
inaugural Broadwater Open 
Meeting. There was a good 
mixture of “7 rigs” and “9 rigs”. It 
was great to see all six 
Broadwater Aeros on the water 
including Peter “I’m going for 
style points with a windward 
capsize” Joseph; Greg “If I 
knew my wife was race officer 
I’d have brought her tea in bed” 
Hart; Brian “I thought you said a 
Morgan Aero 8” Deacon; and 

Llewellyn “if it doesn’t have a barcode how do I know which string to pull?” 
Watkins. 
 
Before the first race Peter Barton ran a quick training session on the Aero, while 
the galley served up coffee and bacon and sausage rolls. There is absolutely no 
truth in the rumour Peter uses this session to hypnotise the competition.  
The sevens and nines started together with positions decided on handicap. As 
the boats took to the water the wind strengthened so it was best described as 
windy with the occasional lull – and not medium wind with the occasional gust 
that was forecast! This, together with good reading of the wind shifts helped Paul 
Robson cling on to the leading pack of 9’s in his 7 and he was looking good to 
take the first race on handicap until a capsize (even with a quick recovery) let the 
leaders pull away. Peter Barton eventually took the honours, closely followed by 

Nigel Rolfe and Andrew 
Snell. Paul only missed out 
on third place by 12 seconds. 
The wind held up for the 
second race and this time 
three 7s were vying for 
places just behind the 
leading 9’s. Paul Robson 
was the first to go, capsizing 
to windward on the run in 
spectacular fashion, and then 
Andy Hill pulled a similar trick 
later on leaving Andy Cooney 
in control of the race. He kept 
up with the leading 9s to take 
first place on Handicap by 

seven seconds, with Paul Robson taking second place by just 1 second.  



After a fabulous lunch of baked potatoes, chilli, and chocolate cake the wind 

dropped slightly for the third race giving slight advantage to the 9’s. Andrew Hill 

in his 7 (who clearly sails better on a full stomach) had a great first beat giving 

the 9’s plenty to worry about and chased 

them to the end – missing out on winning 

the race by only 37 seconds, and third 

place by 5 seconds. At the front of the 

fleet Peter Barton, Nigel Rolfe and 

Andrew Snell battled all the way round 

with Peter taking the final honours.  

    Final Position Points 
Peter Barton Aero 9 1 2 
Andrew Snell Aero 9 2 5 
Nigel Rolfe Aero 9 3 5 
Paul Robson Aero 7 4 6 
Andrew Cooney Aero 7 5 7 
Andrew Hill Aero 7 6 10 
David Cherrill Aero 9 7 11 
Greg Hart Aero 7 8 16 
Brian Deacon Aero 9 9 17 
Peter Joseph Aero 9 10 18 
Llewellyn Watkins Aero 7 11 26 



 
Juniors having some fun with paddles and balls 

A lake full of Aeros. Starting (top) and buoy rounding (bottom).  
 Prize winners plus overall winner Pete Barton and local Greg Hart (middle). 



 
 

 
A great shot of one of the Drascombes used for the junior day on the Thames  
passing in front of the always impressive O2 centre. Below, the motley crew. 


